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Abstract. The paper discusses the innovative sense of using Decision Support System based on a 
Bioinspired Algorithm related with Social Modelling in the build of three different scenarios to analyze 
the future promotion of sports in a larger city in Mexico, this research which permits select a specific 
number of locations to practice each one of 47 sports –In a time horizon of 20 years-related with a 
National Games to children and young with a range of age of 9 to 17 years old, these sports are evaluated 
from a repository with information of 11 annual events. Each sport was analyzed to built their 
performance during different times and scenarios and determine the viability of their practice in the time 
horizon using at formal methodology based on a Bioinspired Algorithms. The group of 47 sports practiced 
on National Games is analyzed by obtain the most representative future scenario to determine which of 
them try to improve the social cohesion in the city and their perspectives of determine the regular practice 
in the life day. A case of study is presented regarding to the proposal horizons using data obtained from 
the diversity cultural patterns. Some futures conjectures and open future analytical works in the Social 
Modeling studies are described. The intention of the present research is to apply the computational 
properties; in this case of established a Temporal model of sportive promotion in a larger city in Mexico. 
Combined to this, we analyzed the selection and location of diverse places to practice each sport using a 
equation of similarity. The set of study allowed analyzing the individual features of each sport with the 
emulation from set matching features (genre, economy, recreational aspects in others). By means of this is 
possible to predict the best location to practice, this research tries to explain this representation of social 
behavior.  

Keywords: Cultural Algorithms, Pattern Recognition and Social Modelling. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 

The Cultural Algorithms (CAs) are an approach of Evolutionary Compute [1], which uses the culture like a vehicle to store 
excellent and accessible information to all the members of the population during many generations. Like in a human society, the 
cultural changes act as advances the time, this one provides a line bases for the interpretation and documentation of individual 
behaviors within a society [2]. CAs were developed to model the evolution of the cultural component on the time and to 
demonstrate how this one learns and acquires knowledge. In agreement with this conception, the cultural algorithms can be used 
to lead the process of the self-adaptation within evolutionary systems in a variety of diverse social & cultural areas of application 
to analyze on different representations [10]. With respect to the Methodology are used to improve Predator Prey Game, Graph 
Coloring Problem and Multi-population cooperative particle swarm. The cultural algorithm base can be described by means of 
the following pseudo code.  
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Begin 
  t=0; 
  Initialize POP(t); /* Initialization of population */ 
  Initialize BLF(t); /* Initialization of believing space */ 
  Repeat 
      Evaluate POP(t); 
      Vote (BLF (t), Accept (POP(t)))); 
      Adjust (BLF (t)); 
      Evolve(POP(t), Influence(BLF(t))); 
      t = t +1; 
     Select POP(t) from POP(t-1); 
  Until (Term condition is reached) 
End 

Figure 1. Pseudo code base of Cultural Algorithms. 
 

Initially a population of individuals that represents the solution space, which is represented like a set of solutions within the 
space search, is generated randomly to create the first generation. In our example, the solution space contains a list of the 
attributes that can be used in the classification procedure. The space of beliefs is emptiness. For each generation, CAs will be 
able to involve a population of individuals using "frame" Vote-Inherit-Promote (VIP). During the phase of Vote of this process, 
the members of the population are evaluated to identify their contribution to the space of beliefs being used the acceptance 
function. These beliefs allow contributing in most of the solution of the problem and are selected or put to voting to contribute to 
the present space of beliefs. The belief space is modified when the inherited beliefs are combined with the beliefs that have been 
added by the present generation, this is made using a reasoning process that allows updating the space of beliefs. Next, the space 
of beliefs updated is used to influence in the evolution of the population. The belief space is used to influence on the rest of the 
population and the acceptance of its beliefs is modified. During the last phase a new population is reproduced using a basic set of 
evolutionary operators. This new population could be evaluated and the cycle continues successively, until all the population has 
the same space of beliefs [6]. Cycle VIP finishes when a condition of completion is introduced. The condition of term usually is 
reached when only a small change or no is detected in the population through several generations or when certain knowledge in 
the space has emerged from beliefs, as it is possible to be appreciated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of Cultural Algorithms. 

 
 

2.  Planning Horizons: the temporal representation of people and locations to practice diverse sports 
in a City 
 
A Planning Horizon determines the groups of actions which conformed a social modelling that can be represented by diverse 
locations making use of different types of issues by locate each space which will be recuperated to practice these sports. This 
representation is made mainly on the basis of the relations that exist between the communities whom conforms the society. In 
this paper, we focused our attention in a practical problem of the Literature related to the Modeled 47 sports to locate diverse 
places to practice these, which allows to include the location that keeps a sport in this society with respect to others and their 
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respective time horizon (2011-2050), the capacity to establish the locations in the Model, allows to establish "the adequate 
matching with the resultant space to practice a sport during a time horizon" for the given set of 47 sports. The solution to this 
problem could be given by a sequence of generations of agents, denoted like "community". The agents, first realize an analysis 
(economic support, feasibility and viability during the time horizon) related with the convenience of each sport matching with 
the space of a place to practice a sport, this sport has different attributes with ranges of intensity and magnitude associated with 
different attributes of their practice, after using Mahalanobis distance is determinate the sports selected to locate a space 
adequate to practice this sport, finally is write a “Narrative Script” and the Intelligent Tool locate the sport in the Model, this 
justify the selection of people according to a specific sport, for example “Fencing will be practice in an Inner place because is 
necessary specialized artifacts” and the representation show in the Model is kept in a Repository [3]. A Model features using 
issues of each gender and sport and put these on the map, where the sports will be practice and to the location that each one have 
within the same. The development of this Model requires on the one hand, of the conceptual development, and by another one, 
development of measures of mathematical discreet that allow ontological support to explore the human systems from the data. 
But it is necessary to prioritize the conceptual development and categories of the system in the society, and parallel think about 
the mathematical model. 
 
 

3. Select sports to promote in a Society 
 
From the point of view of the agents, this problem of improve of location to practice diverse sports is very complex because is 
necessary determine means a multicriterial analysis which sport is more adequate practice during a time horizon and locate this 
on the city, consider select a specific number of features and a location of each one, with respect to the number of locations 
available to recuperate. In the algorithm proposed for the cultural change, the individuals in the space of beliefs (beliefspace) 
through their better paradigm (BestParadigm) are put to zero to represent the fact that the culture increases the amount of 
expectations associated with the recuperation and promotion of at least one sport with respect to the others sports, giving an 
incentive to the behavior associated with the best paradigm (BestParadigm). For it we selected a specific number of locations to 
recuperate, three scenarios associated with 2015, 2020 & 2050 and practice these 47 sports (Fencing, Archery, Judo, Rowing, 
Roller Skating, Synchronized Swimming. Rhythmic Gymnastics & Trampoline in another) described in the Mexican “Olimpiada 
Infantil y Juvenil” in Spanish [4] and characterized their implementations of practice and their social behavior with base in eight 
social indicators: productivity, prosperity, knowledge, solidarity, spirituality, social leadership, authority, and creativity; these 
features allow describing so much to the society. The development of this intelligent tool this based on our desire to share the 
intuitive understanding about the treatment of a new class of systems, individuals able to have empathy, a reserved characteristic 
in live people, which will be reactive with its decisions [5]. 
 

Formally, the Mahalanobis distance of a multivariate vector from a group of values in this case the 

attributes of each society with mean and covariance matrix S is defined as: 

 
(1) 

Mahalanobis distance (or "generalized squared interpoint distance" for its squared value) can also be defined as a dissimilarity 
measure between two random vectors and of the same distribution with the covariance matrix S : 

 
(2) 

If the covariance matrix is the identity matrix, the Mahalanobis distance reduces to the Euclidean distance. If the covariance 
matrix is diagonal, then the resulting distance measure is called the normalized Euclidean distance: 

 

(3) 

Where σi is the standard deviation of the xi over the sample set. The map resulting after to apply Mahalanobis Distance is 
presented in Figure 3 which included 47 sports and its Narrative Script justify the selection of each one from the communities 
evaluated as part of Cultural Algorithms to determine different locations associated with a ratio of five kilometers is according to 
Social Development Agency on Mexico. 
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Figure 3. Juarez City map with locations to each sport. 

4. Experiments 
 
In order to be able similar the most efficient arrangement of locations by each sport during time horizons with spaces different to 
practice their respective sport, we analyzed three different aspects to evaluate each sport: the climate, anthropometry associated 
with each genre & recreational perception from the people by conform a Model, we developed an atmosphere able to store the 
data of each one of the representing individuals of each sport, this with the purpose of distributing of an optimal form to each 
one of the evaluated sports. One of the most interesting characteristics observed in this experiment was the diversity of the 
cultural patterns established by each sport.  We use a calculated population pyramid with respect to 2011 in Juarez City and a 
estimated people of 1.192,787 habitants, and determine the range of children and teenagers related with the age range of 9-17 
years as in the figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Population Pyramid in Juarez City with the distribution of female and male and their age ranges. 
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The scenes structured associated with the agents cannot be reproduced in general, since they only represent a little while dice in 
the space and time of the different societies. These represent a unique form and innovating of adaptive behavior which solves a 
computational problem that it does not try to clustering the societies only with a factor associated with his external appearance 
(phenotype), trying to solve a computational problem that involves a complex change between the existing relations with the 
population which practice these sports. The generated configurations can be metaphorically related to the knowledge of the 
behavior of the community with respect to an optimization problem (to conform to cluster social and culturally with other similar 
people, without being of the same sport [4]). In the table 1 is shown a sample of seven sports described the features analyzed in 
each different sport and their practice required. 
We try to improve the next equation 4, in this describe K as the performance of the practice each sport in the city and their 
respective promotion in diverse locations. 

K = [C + CS+ GAL] ± CBS (4) 
 
In where: 
C    = represents if the sport can be practice in wherever weather, for example the Chess. 
CS = represents the Symbolic Capital associated with the perspective of a society, practice Fencing is considering sophisticated. 
G  = is the gender of the range of population, in Juarez City  the population pyramid is different to the rest of Latin America 
because the violence provokes deaths and exodus of the city. 
AL = Playful Aspect related with the age of the children practice a sport, for example in the Trampoline the playful aspect is 
associated with the high promotion of this sport. 
CBS = Social Benefits-Cost related with each sport, in the case to Rhythmic Gymnastics is associated with improve of healthy in 
sedentary children less weight because require many sport activity related with the four events: ball, club, hoop and ribbon. 

 
Table 1. Multivariable analysis with the information of the number of spaces to recuperate and their representations by 
gender (issue) –values to Male and Female respectively-, the social status by their practice, the weather and finally the 
relationship between social cost/benefice associated with their practice. 

Sports Space Gender Scoial Status Climate Cost - Benefit 

Hockey 8 m-.50,f-.45=0.497 0.774 0.38 4,265.46 

Judo 6 m- 40,f- 30=0.35 0.7144 0.85 200 

Softball 5 f-.40=0.35 0.65 0.38 3,986.98 

Artistic gymnastics 3 m- .20,f- .35=0.275 0.6373 0.7 4,885.00 

Pentathlon 4 m- .15,f- .10=0.125 0.6371 0.27 18,000-30,000 

Rowing 4 m- .30,f- .10=0.20 0.6318 0.2 mas de 30000 

Archery 3 m- .40,f- 40=0.40 0.6113 0.3 4,415.78 
 
 

The main experiment consisted of detailing each one of the 47 sports, with 500 agents, and one condition of unemployment of 50 
generations, this allowed us to generate different scenarios related with Time Horizons, which was obtained after comparing 
different cultural and social similarities in each community, and to determine the existing relations between each one in relation 
with the Mahalanobis Distance (the bubbles indicated each sport and the size of bubble represents the number of people which 
determine the magnitude related with the society). The developed tool classified each one in a different location according to the 
cluster more closely at performance of each sport analyzed (To see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Bubble Graph represented 2011 built by means of the use of Cultural Algorithms and Mahalanobis Distance 
[10]. 

 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
Using Cultural Algorithms we improved the understanding substantially to obtain the change of "best paradigm", because we 
appropriately determine the time horizons and locations where is adequate recuperate a space to practice a sport and the number 
of spaces according at their attributes, this allowed us to understand that the concept of “recuperation and location of publics 
spaces to practice a sport" by a Decision Support System exists with base in the determination of the function of acceptance of 
the Cultural Algorithm to the propose location for the rest of the communities. This Bioisnpired Algorithm offers a powerful 
alternative for optimization problems and take of decisions. For that reason, this technique provides a quite comprehensible 
panorama with the cultural phenomenon represented [8]. This technique allowed us to include the possibility of generating 
experimental knowledge created by the community of agents for a given dominion of application.  
 
The analysis of the level and degree of cognitive knowledge of each community is an aspect that is desired to evaluate for the 
future work. The answer can reside between the similarity that exists in the communication between two different cultures and as 
these are perceived. On the other hand to understand the true similarities that have different societies with base in the 
characteristics that make them contributor of cluster and it as well allows him to keep his own identity, demonstrates that the 
small variations go beyond phenotypes characteristics, and are mainly associate to tastes and similar characteristics developed 
through the time [7]. Importantly, the cultural algorithm (CA) is a powerful tool, yet neglects various elements of cultural 
analysis, this being an opportunity to innovate new algorithms rescuing the complexity and the chaotic social and cultural 
relations, with this research is possible built three different temporal scenarios according to the practice of each sport. A new 
Artificial Intelligence can take care to analyze retail these complexities that each society keeps, without forgetting that still they 
need to us methods to understand original and the particular thing of each society. Also this experiment opens the possibility to 
analyze in future work, how to maximize the locations recuperated in order to improve the practice of sports in cities with 
populations similar to Juarez City with over a million of people and the problems to moving at these public points of interesting 
in the society using different techniques related with Logistics. 
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